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The connection between the
dream and real life is rare. The dream
seldom turns in real and to be true the

event of this story is concentrated in one
single day.
Other similarity in this story is the

environment should be positive. It does

outer environment. Almost all the

not happen often. In this meaning the

situation occurred in same kind of

dream and wish is two different function

climate, the rainy and dark day. On the

of human mind. Dream comes while

other side, there is lots of time different

sleeping and wish comes when we are

when main character meets each other

awake. In this case, wish is possible than

and promise to be together but the outer

the dream because the wish is the

environment remains same in this time

product of active mind and active mind

period or the same rainy and dark day

can do lots of things to make the wish to

repeats time to time. This kind of

be true. The logic is fact. The story “Warm

complexion makes rather uneasy.

and Tender Love” could have same kind

The character of this story has only

of theme but it is different. In this story

two members and these members are

dream becomes true and wish remains

‘matured’. “Won't you be my wife? ... I love

constant.

you....”. This line represents a maturity of

The construction of the story is

human because they talk about marriage

short-phase without any part, volume or

and wants to settle the marriage life. They

episode. Most part of the story takes place

are not going to make love as girlfriend

in one single day and some parts is

and boyfriend limited to a physical

continuous day by day. “I was surprised

attraction only. They are mostly

because the lady was the same who had

concerned with future home life.

come to my apartment some hours ago.”

In this story the autobiographical

This event is happened in the same day,

method is applied where the main

which event is comes after almost half of

character is writer himself. Therefore, the

the full story and the same day runs even

writer has lots of negative experience

after this situation. This means the main

occurred in the rainy and dark days. “I
knew some rainy day disturbed my
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regular life ………… for coming days? It

conflict. There is some place to put these

also gives an idea that the writer is afraid

situations in this story but the story is

of rainy and dark days. It a symbolic

finished normally.

feelings, dark and rainy day is a symbol of
unfavorable days, like black-cat.
The story could be used to give

The sentences “The floors were
covered with red and expensive carpet”
and “She started to see all around the

suggestion and some ideas to the reader

room, she looked some of the picture I

about this kind of situation where

made and some of my very expensive

someone gets pathless or helpless girl.

collection.” Makes some possible idea that

“Her father was died and she got herself

the woman is also impressed with his

orphans … … … … she had been forced to

economic capabilities to maintain the life.

leave the home”. The female character is

It makes possible to accept the writer

helpless coming from home leaving her

later. But it is not only one factor which

guardians to an unknown place. She could

makes it possible rather the respect

be a freak woman like her mother used to

towards woman is also important things

be. Because of writer’s effort, she is

to win her hearts.

success to protect her to be a freak and a
lost woman.
The main things of this story is

The feminist idea of the story is
another central idea in this story. The
courage of women to protect her from

naming of the character. Only two

possible disaster is sufficient. “I'm brave

characters are presented, at all. One is

and I don't need anybody at any lodge to

writer himself and another is referred by

stay with”. Such kind of inspired sentence

pronoun “she” or “her”. It means there is

is basically useful to all of the women

no proper name for either character. It

reader to learn value of courage in one’s

may be the because of simple

life.

characterization and simple story pattern.
There is no conflict and no strong

The entire story is a sequence
between dreams and real life and internal

climax. Only we can see an artistic

connection between man and woman

sequence of situation and few formal

hearts. Little bit of female psychology and

conversations. As the story comes in the

male physical desire is also successfully

end the reader may think about climax or

reflected in this story. The story is
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inspiration to make formal matured love
and to see the future life whatever we
often see in our dream. It is not that the
dream always comes true but it may
mean the real wish may also fail due to
the lack of some exercise to get it. The
story is beautifully constructed and
sequences are decorated in a simple but
formal manner. Formal life, love and the
natural environment are the suitable
pattern to make this story incentive.
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